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The development of community economy improves the level of consumption of 
residents and Traveling becomes the popular ways of leisure. The flourishing of 
Traveling gives chances to the hotel industry and diversified demand of Consumers 
bring segmentation to markets. At this background, hotel chain appears and develop 
rapidly. Compared with traditional hotels, hotel chain focus on different points about 
operation and management. Hotel chain would face different kinds of problems in 
operation and management, such as waste of resources, if they use traditional 
methods of operate and manage.  
In the new century, the development of Internet makes the Information 
technology enter into different fields. Based on Web technology, the management 
system using structure of B/S makes company could integrate subsystem in different 
place and manage personnel management and marketing of the whole hotels, it will 
improve the efficient of management. This dissertations designs and implements 
according to the feature of marketing and management. On one hand, the system 
could improve efficient of personnel management and users booking. On the other 
hand, it could help hotels to implement the transition from strategic management to 
strategic management. 
Through the analysis about requirement of hotel chain’ management, the system 
includes two parts, namely store management system and group management system. 
Based on the content of store management system and group management, the 
system designs pages and module function and gives different authority to different 
users. Taken together, this management system of the chain hotel is suit for small 
and medium scale hotels which size is not more than 100 and users is less than 
10000. 
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